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·1· · · ·MS. WHITE: Good afternoon, honorable Board DPD

·2· executives and community. Thank you again for attending

·3· the Detroit Board of Police Commissioners meeting. Please

·4· note the following reminders for your consideration. If

·5· you would like to speak during public comments, please

·6· submit your name to Mr. Robert Brown, who is seated here

·7· at the end of the table to my right, and he can take your

·8· name and add it to the list. And also you have the zoom

·9· features that are available for submitting your interest

10· to speak during public comments. Regarding accessing the

11· Board's meeting documents and support material and

12· preparation for today's meeting, please continue to visit

13· the city's website. We continue to work with the City of

14· Detroit in regard to the redesign and revamping of the

15· Board's web page, and just know that all city entities

16· are undergoing a web page redesign.

17· · · ·MS. WHITE: So we thank you again so much for your

18· patience in that regard, but please feel free to contact

19· us at the Board of Police Commissioners administrative

20· office at (313) 596 1830. And we would be glad to assist

21· you. And lastly, regarding several documents in your

22· packets this afternoon, honorable Board, you have two

23· documents that we do need by the end of today's meeting

24· the BOPC weekly packet acknowledgement form,

25· acknowledging receipt of all of the documents for today's



·1· meeting and also the NACOLE proxy vote authorization

·2· form. So please submit those documents at your

·3· convenience this afternoon. And if you would please

·4· silence your cell phones at this time. Thank you again,

·5· Mr. Chairperson.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Good afternoon. I'm Bryan

·7· Ferguson, Chairperson of the Board of Police

·8· Commissioners. The meeting will now come to order. Before

·9· moving into the invocation with Commander Chaplain, Shari

10· Loman, I would like to set the record straight on an

11· agenda item. Last week, there was a news report about the

12· Board's action on administrative leave without pay, but

13· with medical benefits request for Police Officer Samuel

14· J. Martin, stating the Board would bring this item back

15· as a result of the news story. For clarification, the

16· Board alerted DPD and the union the week of August 8th,

17· 2022, that we wanted to revisit the administrative leave

18· request. That was two weeks prior to the TV report.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: After notifying the union for

20· our intention, the union asked the Board to postpone the

21· matter until union representatives could attend the

22· meeting. This caused a delay in immediately bringing the

23· item back. We agreed to have the item on today's meeting

24· agenda, and there is a closed door session to allow us to

25· review administrative leave request adherence with the



·1· due process and the Open Meetings Act. Lastly, our staff

·2· brought this item to our attention to ensure that as a

·3· Board, as a collective body, we adhere to the charter

·4· mandate of providing appropriate legitimate supervisory

·5· control and oversight over the department, especially

·6· when acting as a final disciplinary authority in

·7· rendering disciplinary decisions. This will assure the

·8· public, DPD and our Board's confidence that we will set

·9· appropriate precedent in alignment with department policy

10· that we help create, and in alignment with the law, which

11· impacts future officer behavior and department culture.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I also want to add that as a

13· part of our review of what has occurred over the last few

14· weeks to ensure that we properly and adequately review

15· and consider all the administrative leave requests by the

16· department. We have implemented a new disciplinary

17· committee. This committee will be responsible for

18· conducting the initial review and evaluation of DPD

19· disciplinary requests for the Board action. And this

20· committee will make a recommendation to the full Board in

21· consultation with our staff and the City's Law

22· Department. This new administrative measure will makes

23· sure we have a committee specifically dedicated to

24· reviewing and evaluating these requests in connection

25· with the full Board, our staff and the City's Law



·1· Department, and provides us with a mechanism to process

·2· these requests more efficiently and more effectively.

·3· With that, we will have a closed session this afternoon

·4· regarding administrative leave without pay, but with

·5· medical benefits for Police Officer Samuel J. Martin. At

·6· this time, we welcome Chaplain Loman. Chaplain,

·7· invocation, please?

·8· · · ·CHAPLAIN LOMAN: God bless you. Good afternoon. Dear

·9· most gracious Father, God, in the name of Jesus. I thank

10· you, Father God for this day. For this is the day that

11· you have made and we shall rejoice and be glad in it.

12· Father God, I thank you, Father God, for every

13· representative, oh God, of this commissioned Board,

14· Father, God. All those who are on the zoom father, God

15· that you will touch them and you will lead them and you

16· will guide them in this meeting, oh God. Give them

17· everything that they need and every result, so God they

18· need for every presentation that is put out, Father God,

19· through this meeting. So Lord God, we just ask you to

20· have your way in Jesus name, I pray. Amen and thank God.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Amen.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

23· · · ·CHAPLAIN LOMAN: You're welcome.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Madam Secretary, roll call,

25· please.



·1· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, Madam Vice-

·2· Chair, Annie Holt submitted an excuse for absence

·3· notification.

·4· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Linda D. Bernard -

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER LINDA BERNARD: District 2, present and

·6· I would appreciate it, Mr. Chairman, if you would re-

·7· articulate after the meeting actually begins, what you're

·8· saying about a new Board committee. That was sort of an

·9· introductory remark, but your remarks really relate to

10· the substance of the commission. So we need to take care

11· of it after we sign in.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD" Thank you.

14· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner. Cedric Banks - Present.

15· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Bell - President,

16· District 4.

17· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Burton -

18· Commissioner Willie Burton, District 5. Top vote getter

19· in the City of Detroit is present

20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Lisa Carter -

21· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Ricardo Moore- Present.

22· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Jesus Hernandez -

23· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Jim Holley - Present.

24· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner QuanTez Pressley -

25· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair. You do have a quorum.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Now I like to I

·2· have approval for the agenda for August 25th, 2022.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: So move.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Second?

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I support.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion? All in favor.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All opposed? All right. :17].

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Nay.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: One nay. Now I'd like to have

11· a motion for approval of the minutes for August 18th.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: So move.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Second.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion? Hearing none.

15· Any opposed?

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER Opposed.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. All in favor.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I don't mean any harm Mr.

21· Chairman, but a point of order.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: You cannot oppose the minutes

24· without some reason why. Because the minutes are there to

25· be corrected, if it's not right.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's true.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: So I want to know, Mr. Burton,

·3· can you tell us what's wrong with the minutes?

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yes. Through the Chair. There

·5· were a couple of errors and I don't have the errors in

·6· front of me right now, but there was a couple errors. I

·7· just wanted to make a note of that.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You said there were a couple

·9· errors on the agenda for the 25th, which is today

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: From the minutes, but on the

11· agenda it has, the city charter speaks to mayoral

12· appointees. On this head here it has, at-large. And my

13· understanding is that the mayoral appointees does not

14· serve as an at-large position. It is really mayoral

15· appointee, according to this city charter. And we have

16· corporation council here as well. I just wanted to just

17· make that known on the record, sir.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. So noted. All right.

19· Madam Secretary, introduction of BOPC staff.

20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, Media

21· Services they are recording the Board's meeting today and

22· our court reporter is Mr. Don Handyside and the following

23· Board staff members are in attendance today. Assistant

24· Corporation Counsel, Christopher Michaels, Mrs. Theresa

25· Blossom, Community Relations Coordinator, Mr. Robert



·1· Brown, Administrative Specialist, Ms. Jonya Underwood,

·2· Administrative Assistant, Senior Investigator, Tiffany

·3· Stewart, Director, Katrina Patillo, Director of Police

·4· Personnel, Interim Chief Investigator Lawrence Akbar,

·5· Supervising Investigator Ainsley Cromwell, Supervising

·6· Investigator Rosalia Madrigal, Acting Supervising

·7· Investigator LiSonya Sloan. Also, our American Sign

·8· Language Interpreters. Dr. Stephanie Beatty with us this

·9· afternoon. Thank you, sir.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. We also like to

11· incorporate our message regarding DPD recruitment and the

12· Board support for the department's ongoing effort...

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I don't mean no harm.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: It's okay.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: But we need to have the chief

16· and the VIP people.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'm sorry, Chief...

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: That's okay, I'm here to help

19· you.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Trying to get downstairs and

21· see the recruitment down there. Who do you have with you?

22· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Good afternoon. Franklin Hayes,

23· Deputy Chief, sitting in for Chief White who sends his

24· regards. He has a community quality of life event. I

25· believe it is in District, your District, Commissioner



·1· Burton, where again, out with the community, is a

·2· community bike ride where he is patrolling in the

·3· neighborhoods addressing inequality of life issues from

·4· squatting abandoned cars, blight, things of that nature.

·5· He has boots on the ground. So again, he sends his

·6· regards and is not present here today. Present from DPD,

·7· Vice President the Detroit Police Officers Association

·8· Ron Thomas is present and we have a host of members that

·9· are joining us virtually, online.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: VIP people. Madam Secretary, do

12· we have any VIP people.

13· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair Ms. Freda

14· Butler, who is the Second Precinct Community Relations

15· Council President, and also on zoom, Ms. Marie Overall of

16· State Representative Tyrone Carter's Office, former

17· police commissioner, William Davis, and Mr. Alvin Stokes,

18· who is the president of both the Citywide Police

19· Community Relations Council and the 10th Precinct Police

20· Community Relations Council. Thank you, sir.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Wait, I see a State

22· Police Officer.

23· · · ·COMMANDER SHAW: I'm Mike, Shaw, representative of

24· the Second District, Special Enforcement.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, sir. You're welcome. We



·1· will also incorporate our message today regarding DPD

·2· recruitment and the Board support for the department's

·3· ongoing effort to recruit serious qualified police

·4· members to the DPD. Recruitment is part of our civilian

·5· oversight mandate, as well as we would like to ensure

·6· that we support the department towards those efforts,

·7· which will make the department better, overall. As a

·8· reminder today, the department is holding a back to

·9· school rally and DPD's recruitment fair, which is right

10· downstairs in the parking lot. And it's going to be going

11· on today from 2 o'clock until 6. Also, regarding positive

12· feedback about DPD. As a reminder to the public, you can

13· always send praise reports and feedback about the

14· officers to DPD, HR and ask that those recommendations or

15· accommodations be placed in the city's HR file. This is a

16· standard HR practice. Thank you. Wow. So we would like to

17· have positive feedback. If you see some officers doing

18· something right, call them out on a positive note, we

19· don't get a lot of that. But I would like to say thank

20· you to all officers. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you for

21· what you do.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to

23· understand what your remarks were in an opening statement

24· before the meeting actually began before the Board

25· acknowledged that they were present. What were your



·1· statements regarding a new committee? Could you just read

·2· them again, maybe I've misunderstood?

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You all received a new

·4· committee assignment that I've... it's not really new. It

·5· is been in place for... but it's new to me. Okay. So I

·6· want to put that in place.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: What did we receive?

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You received that.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: It's not in my package.

10· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair, honorable Board the

11· Chairperson previously reported that the honorable Board

12· received the new committee assignments for this

13· administration. And so that was included in today's

14· packet, along with Tuesday's packet. And so it outlines

15· all of the various committees one being a new committee

16· at this time, the disciplinary committee, which is led by

17· Commissioner Ricardo Moore, who is the Chairperson of

18· that committee. But again, the new committee assignments

19· are included in your Board packet today.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: So there is a new committee,

21· disciplinary committee.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Mr. Chairman, it does say it's

24· proposed at the top of this. What does that mean?

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we're going to propose



·1· it.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: This is what you're proposing?

·3· · · ·MS. WHITE: No, through the Chair.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead.

·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: You may have not received the most up to

·6· date copy, but it is a final committee assignment copy.

·7· So it, it should not have proposed at the top, but

·8· essentially the Chairperson has instructed staff to

·9· include that committee assignment in your Board, weekly

10· packet. And the disciplinary committee would be

11· responsible for reviewing any of the DPD's disciplinary

12· requests that come to the honorable Board. The

13· disciplinary committee would be responsible for initially

14· reviewing and evaluating those requests and then sharing

15· recommendations and feedback in connection with the

16· City's Law Department and staff.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So you remember, I told you I

18· was going to...

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Oh, I understand. I don't have

20· a problem with the committee reviewing the disciplinary

21· request.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely, that's a great

23· idea.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: The only issue I have is that

25· if there are Board members that are doing this, I don't



·1· understand what the Corporation Counsel is doing there.

·2· We are a body politic. We're like Congress, we make our

·3· own decisions.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No. You're misreading.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I'm misunderstanding?

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. You're really

·7· misunderstanding that. It is 4 persons that are going to

·8· be on that Board.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Commissioners, Carter,

10· QuanTez, Hernandez and Ricardo,

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So there's no Corporate

12· Counsel on there. So you guys are going to get all the

13· information that you need.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So when you get all the

16· information that you need...

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: But it says BOPC staff

18· assigned to support committee, City's Law Department.

19· That's Corporation Counsel.

20· · · ·MS. WHITE: No, excuse me.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, go ahead.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Am I missing something?

23· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. Just like in normal

24· fashion, when the full Board reviews those requests, you

25· also receive a legal opinion, which is mandated by the



·1· charter, and is in line with the Board's responsibility

·2· to receive a legal opinion on such a matter as

·3· disciplinary. And so the City's Law Department will

·4· simply continue to submit their legal opinions, but the

·5· actual disciplinary committee will review it within that

·6· committee and will review it on its own.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Through the Chair.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: One at a time. Go ahead.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Yes. Through the Chair. I think

11· it would be interesting if you let us know why? In other

12· words, this committee, they will basically be doing the

13· investigation or listening to the recommendation from the

14· Chief. Would the rest of us have some input other than

15· the committee?

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: And how would that be done? In

18· other words, normally we basically do round robin and

19· questions like the other day, two weeks ago, then after

20· that we ask the Law Department to tell us what they

21· think. So you're saying also, we going to ask Mr. Moore

22· from his committee what he thinks.

23· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I'm just trying to get... I

25· guess I'm just slow. Help me with the logistics.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead, Madam Secretary.

·2· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair everything

·3· will still happen as it normally does. The closed session

·4· will still happen. The full honorable Board will still be

·5· able to pose questions as in normal fashion, but the

·6· disciplinary committee will also share their feedback

·7· during that closed session, based on their initial review

·8· and evaluation of the administrative request. So

·9· everything still happens as in past practice, but now you

10· just have a dedicated committee to that specific

11· responsibility. And it ensures that the process is more

12· streamlined, that all eyes are reviewing all of the

13· requests and that you make a proper decision with regards

14· to whatever the matter may be.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, sir.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair. I have a

17· couple things I'd like to point out. Number one is the

18· Interim Secretary to the Board, is she running this

19· meeting or it's the Board of Police Commissioners that

20· are elected and appointed? Are we running our own

21· meeting? Are we making the decisions about committee

22· structure?

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, sir. I'm making the

24· decision about that. I told you last week that I was

25· going to be making some changes. So these are my changes.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Well, it sounds to me, or it

·2· sounds like to the listening audience here today is that

·3· the Interim Secretary is making these decisions

·4· because...

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'm saying it on the record

·6· that it is me who is doing it.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: All right. In addition to that,

·8· when you look at the personnel in training, you have two

·9· former law enforcement members on that subcommittee, and

10· two are mayoral appointees. I think the citizens of

11· Detroit would have some concerns about that. I think they

12· would like to see that committee shaken up a little bit,

13· more diversified on that subcommittee. No offense to

14· anyone, but the Chairperson, according to this document

15· here, it's the same person who has been chairing this

16· committee, have been on this committee from the start

17· that we've been on this Board. And it is two people who

18· are always on this Board, I mean, on this committee from

19· this Board, no offense to anyone, but I just think that

20· that subcommittee needs some diversity with other

21· commissioners to serve in the personal and training. Just

22· to have two law enforcement...

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I got you.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: And mayoral appointees. I think

25· it sends the wrong message.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Point taken. Thank you. Okay.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: I only think I would like to say

·3· on this business is, I think we're a little bit premature

·4· on this.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, I thought that

·6· we got a chance to recommend to you if you will,

·7· ourselves for any committee, if we wanted to, and that

·8· there would be, if you will, a fair or fairer, you've got

·9· Willie Bell as Chairing personnel and citizen complaints.

10· He's my colleague, but he's also a former law enforcement

11· officer, and we know that he likes to hire other police

12· for personnel jobs within the BOPC because everybody who

13· is there is a former police officer, at least in the

14· citizen complaints. I don't know why you would elect not

15· to ask people what they wanted to serve on and what they

16· wanted to do, and then make a decision like most Boards

17· do. Most Boards just say, oh, I want to be on personnel

18· or I want to be on events or I want to be on whatever.

19· This does not allow people to do perhaps what they do

20· best. For example, I've argued in more than 3 labor cases

21· in the Michigan Supreme Court. Therefore, clearly I

22· understand personnel and labor relations, for example,

23· just me. I mean...

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, no, I understand. I

25· understand. We have to go. We could talk about this later



·1· on.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I'm just saying, what occurs

·3· here is that there, through the Chairperson's positions,

·4· you are tightening, to me anyway, the noose on the

·5· community and tightening the noose, in terms of what we

·6· do. Four people on disciplinary administrative requests,

·7· all of whom, well, two of whom are former law enforcement

·8· and two of whom as we know, are appointees is as was

·9· pointed out. I mean, you're slanting, I think independent

10· determinations and that's not. We are responsible to the

11· community, not to the chief, not to the mayor, not to

12· anybody. We are responsible to our community. Our

13· community has to be adequately represented through the

14· committee structure.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I got you. Go ahead,

16· Commissioner Banks.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Yes, that's a good point to make

18· there, Commissioner, good stuff. You know, Mr. Chairman,

19· I just want to ask, is there any hope in the near future

20· that the new commissioners like myself and Commissioner

21· Pressley can, you know, chair a committee?

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I mean, it's the same song,

23· just the same warmed over soup. Same soup warmed over

24· every year.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Hang on, hang on. Okay. We are



·1· going to have to have this discussion at a different

·2· time, right? Not today, so we're going to move on. So

·3· again...

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: You know where you are now?

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. I know where I'm at.

·6· Anyway, I want to thank everybody for attending the Board

·7· meeting today.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: That's where you are.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. Thank you. I have a few

10· updates to share. First, we're going to have, as

11· mentioned earlier, we're going to have a closed door

12· session on administrative leave without pay, but with

13· medical benefits for Police Officer Samuel J. Martin.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Excuse me. How can we do that;

15· I thought we did that last week?

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, can I finish? Thank you.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. Thank you.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I last week the Board held an

19· extensive discussion regarding the department's effort to

20· fight crime and create a safer community and the judicial

21· system roles in helping to ensure safer community. This

22· follows the Board's evaluation since 2020 of the

23· discussion and calls for Board action on violent gun

24· crimes, particularly homicides and nonfatal shootings. At

25· our meetings, we've heard from Chief White, Prosecutor,



·1· Kim Worthy, Third Judicial Circuit Court, Chief Judge,

·2· Timothy Kenny, Sheriff, Raphael Washington, U.S.

·3· Attorney, Dawn Ison, and other key leaders from the legal

·4· community, listening to or for moving circuit court

·5· operations forward to the commitment to federally

·6· prosecute, violent gun crimes. New action is underway to

·7· make a difference. We also see more support coming from

·8· President Biden and his administrative support system to

·9· address the roots of crime and bolster public safety.

10· Most importantly, we have seen renewed community activism

11· to show that Detroiters want a safe city. Detroiters want

12· to stop the violence and senseless killing. Last week,

13· chief white shared with the Board and public that he and

14· his team are looking at violent cause by suspects

15· arrested, but released on low bonds or tethers, and then

16· commit more crimes that require police to re-arrest them.

17· The Chief promised a full report later, and we look

18· forward to that.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: With all these actions

20· underway, the Board is rescheduling next week's panel

21· discussion to the spring of 2023, since the first

22· discussion in the spring of 2021, and as I reiterate in

23· our spring 2022 update on tackling gun violence, this

24· Board has believed that all areas of the criminal justice

25· system have a role in public safety and must be held



·1· accountable by us to ensure those roles I perform

·2· efficiently. I want to thank Immediate Past Chair, Jim

·3· Holley, who helped the Board evaluate and discuss and

·4· serve as a positive change for this to happen. We must

·5· have accountability and transparency in the entire

·6· criminal justice system, not just from law enforcement

·7· aspect, but from the front end of the process, but also

·8· the back end of the process. And we must ensure that we

·9· engage in all these endeavors in line with the 21st

10· century policing oversight and community involvement

11· Board members, you recently received the new BOPC

12· committee assignments. If you let me get to that for the

13· fiscal year. Please let me know if you have any

14· questions. See, that's what I was trying to get to,

15· right? I was trying to get there. So, trust me. This is

16· an ongoing thing here. I want to hear feedback, but not

17· here. It was coming. If you just let me get there, it was

18· coming.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So now, here's something else.

20· This is an honor here. I want to honor retired Detroit

21· Deputy Chief Brenda Goss, sworn in as Noble's President.

22· She's becoming the 54th Noble President leading 4,000

23· members. Noble is a national organizational Black law

24· enforcement executives. She led them at their annual

25· conference. We want to extend congratulations and best



·1· wishes to her, as well as the entire organization. The

·2· Noble organization Board is well represented by Detroit.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Awesome.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, it is.

·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Police Commissioner Edgar Vance

·7· serves on that national Board too, as the national

·8· chairperson.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wow. See.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Oh yes, it's holistic.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair, you know,

12· while we’re at it, we might well knowledge Second Deputy

13· Chief Kira Joy Hope who happens to be the president of

14· the local chapter here.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: And she's downstairs right

16· now.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: And then our past secretary to

18· the Board George Anthony was the former president of

19· Noble for the Detroit chapter.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. All right. So now

21· we're going to move into public comment. Now, remember I

22· kept telling you guys public comment is on a test base

23· only, right? So the feedback I've been getting from the

24· community is they haven't had time to really call in by

25· 3:30. So I have a lot of people who been calling me and



·1· emailing me, telling me, can we move it? Absolutely. We

·2· can because it was on a test. So now we're going to do

·3· this on a test, we're going to split the difference.

·4· We're not going to have it in the front, we're not going

·5· to have it behind, and we're going to have it somewhere

·6· in the middle. So we're going to do it next week, right

·7· after the Chief finished talking, we're going to have

·8· public comment. Right after Chief finished giving his

·9· report, we're going to have public comment. So that's

10· right there in the middle. So I like to take that

11· feedback too. So we're going to start that next week.

12· Public comment will be right after the Chief speaks,

13· gives his report.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: You know, if you keep this up,

15· we'll be right back where we started.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: But I'm listening to the

17· public.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I'm just telling you.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I know, so okay. But I want to

20· hear from everybody. So if they do it, that's what they

21· want. That's what we're going to do. All right, Mr.

22· Brown, how many do we have?

23· · · ·MR. BROWN: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and this

24· honorable Board. We have eight speakers.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Eight.



·1· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yes, sir. Your first speaker will be Ms.

·2· Victoria Shaw, followed by Minister. Eric Blount,

·3· followed by Mr. Michael Willis.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Now remember audience in zoom.

·5· You have two minutes please. Adhere to the charter by two

·6· minutes. Thank you Ms. Shaw, how you doing?

·7· · · ·MS. SHAW: Good. How are you?

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic.

·9· · · ·MS. SHAW: Good afternoon honorable Board. If you can

10· please see your emails for documentation, supporting my

11· comments today. A nation...

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Wait, where what?

13· · · ·MS. SHAW: I'm sorry. You can read it later. You

14· don't need it right? This moment. It's in your emails.

15· It's just for you to reference later.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: It's not in our pack.

17· · · ·MS. SHAW: No, it's not.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. Thank you. I'm sorry.

19· · · ·MS. SHAW: No problem.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Thank you.

21· · · ·MS. SHAW: A nation that destroys its own people is a

22· nation without hope. Why would Black and brown people in

23· the majority of the population in Detroit lack hope? A

24· history of police brutality, lack of affordable housing,

25· blight, food deserts, property and well stolen through



·1· illegal taxation, disparities in the injustice system,

·2· normalization of drug usage, et cetera. Pile that on top

·3· of generational trauma in this country from enslavement

·4· through today. We will not rid our communities of crime

·5· violence and police defiance until we give our people a

·6· sense of hope. This Board is supposed to give a sense of

·7· hope for justice in law enforcement and a brighter

·8· tomorrow. When I mention the Board in the community, I

·9· get responses like never heard of them, no power, do the

10· bidding of the mayor, in bed with DPD and rubber stamp

11· committee, unfortunately. Does this sound like comments

12· from people with hope? We're taking too many steps

13· backwards rather than steps forward. Years of violating

14· the charter questionable hiring practices and decision

15· making such as the concerns brought up today about the

16· new committee assignments and the commissioners should be

17· asking their questions in this forum so that the public

18· can get a transparent picture. The backlog of citizen

19· complaints and difficulty accessing OCI by phone, cases

20· being closed as inconclusive due to no body-worn camera

21· footage. And in customer service, if a recording of a

22· call was missing, we erred on the side of the customer.

23· · · ·MS. SHAW: And now with the WXYZ article where the

24· officer can enforce the law in a majority Black community

25· under the influence of cocaine and against the



·1· recommendation of the Chief, this Board rewards him with

·2· a paid vacation. It would be interesting to know this

·3· officer's ethnic background. And if he was a Detroit

·4· resident or is a Detroit resident.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you, Ms. Shaw.

·6· · · ·MS. SHAW: Commissioners, I understand that you may

·7· hear...

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you, Ms. Shaw.

·9· · · ·MS. SHAW: a few that stir up empathy for an

10· officer...

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Ms. Shaw.

12· · · ·MS. SHAW: But you must consider your decision...

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Ms. Shaw.

14· · · ·MS. SHAW: Will be taken by your constituents to

15· people who need hope. Thank you.

16· · · ·MR. BROWN: Minister BLOUNT:

17· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Yes. Can you hear me Board?

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you.

19· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: I was assured four minutes, two

20· minutes from last week and two minutes from this week.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes. That's what we told him.

22· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Yes. This is Minister Eric Blount

23· from Sacred Heart Catholic Church. I need to correct the

24· date, but not the facts, but the date I've referenced in

25· certain and many situations concerning ShotSpotter's true



·1· function. It was the June 16th, 2022 meeting. Pages, 49

·2· through 50 of the official transcript. Notice on page 50,

·3· that from line 17 to 18, there was a discussion about the

·4· capabilities and purposes of ShotSpotter, and the

·5· discussion was stopped and no further discussion was had

·6· on it in the official transcript. That is concerning. The

·7· court reporter's equipment apparently also stopped

·8· working. So in the official decisions during that

·9· downtime are not valid? I'm not sure about that.

10· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Secondly, this meeting, the June

11· 16th and its documentation are critical details in

12· understanding the big lie concerning ShotSpotters. As

13· told by the Detroit Police Department in various public

14· presentations to City Council, to the Board of Police

15· Commissioners, and therefore to the public that

16· ShotSpotter cannot record conversations, when in fact it

17· can. Each and every one of you commissioners who do not

18· continuously become outraged upon discovering that this

19· big lie, is a lie, a co-conspirators to its cover up. But

20· Commissioner Bernard, your video interview with a TV

21· reporter in which you expressed your comfort with

22· receiving bribes explains your silence, Chairperson

23· Ferguson, the prediction that your leadership on this

24· Board would be more of the same, if not worse, has come

25· true and full display this month, as you lead the



·1· discussion and voting, no, not to fire a cocaine addicted

·2· police officer, how easy should this have been?

·3· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: How dangerous is this officer to

·4· the public, his fellow officers, and to himself, he needs

·5· help, not a badge and not a gun and not a reassignment.

·6· Commissioner Holley, you also voted no, which was bad

·7· enough, but you also try to defend your bizarre behavior

·8· with an even more disturbing, wild and crazy explanation

·9· to reporters of having a heart but not a head. You

10· continue to demonstrate how high a cost you are willing

11· to pay to have your name on a building. Hopefully today,

12· all commissioners have their pencil and paper for today

13· and henceforth and forevermore. But only two

14· commissioners voted no Hernandez and Pressley, but both

15· are not in attendance today. I don't know how this is

16· going to go. Chairperson Ferguson, your opening

17· statements that commissioners are in encouraged to submit

18· positive notes into officers HR files. Are you really

19· bent on marrying this Board with all police officers?

20· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: This Board is designed to address

21· misconduct. Your positive notes are surely outside the

22· city's charter mandate of this Board. This Board must not

23· have a crime fighting function. Stop this trick and scam.

24· Commissioner Burton, how were you pressured or tricked

25· into reading an award resolution for a worker that is not



·1· an employee of BOPC? What tricks and pressures are

·2· applied? You know, the first pillar of 21st century

·3· policing is, it is an independent oversight. You and I

·4· both learned at the 2019 NACOLE conference here in

·5· Detroit in which various presenters detail their actions

·6· to meet...

·7· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, I don't see Mr. Willis, so

·8· your next speaker would be Mr. Scotty Bowman, followed by

·9· former Commissioner, William Davis.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair. Can Mr. Eric

11· Blount continue to finish his statement?

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Oh, he had four minutes, sir.

13· Go ahead.

14· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Bowman.

15· · · ·MR. BOWMAN: Yes. Hello. First of all, I'm very

16· disturbed by the cowardice of Board members who backtrack

17· on a personnel decision already made because they don't

18· like the fact that it makes them look a certain way in

19· the press. That is what this is really about. When you go

20· into closed session, democracies die behind closed doors.

21· And so you're going to make it look like there's some

22· other deeper meaning that you are changing a decision on.

23· But without new information, there is no reason to change

24· a vote. And if it is possible to backtrack on a personnel

25· decision over somebody who has substance abuse issues,



·1· why wasn't it possible to backtrack on the suspension

·2· with pay, a personnel decision, to pay an officer, giving

·3· him a paid vacation after Dwayne Jones committed a

·4· violent crime against Shelby Smith? How is it that acts

·5· of violence can be excused without reconsideration, but a

·6· person who drops dirty can be backtracked and they can go

·7· back and not excuse them for that or give them a second

·8· chance. This is inconsistent and it is moral cowardice. I

·9· also am disturbed by the fact that we have a Chair who is

10· throwing committee assignments out there and creating or

11· reviving committees without keeping all of the Board

12· members informed and having their input before doing it.

13· This should be a group effort made before the public in a

14· public meeting. Again, democracies die behind closed

15· doors. Stop hiding things. You know, Mr. Blount brought

16· up issues as well, and I yield.

17· · · ·MR. BROWN: Former Commissioner Davis.

18· · · ·MR. DAVIS: Good afternoon. Can I be heard?

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, sir, we can hear you.

20· · · ·MR. DAVIS: Okay, great. I like to start off by

21· giving some compliments to some Board members. I want to

22· give a compliment to Jesus Hernandez and QuanTez

23· Pressley. I think they had great strength and fortitude

24· to stand up and do what's right. Because you know, like

25· the Board should not be presenting to the public and 85%



·1· of the people, Detroit from the poll we took, you know,

·2· support, suspending that officer without pay. It is good

·3· that we have at least a couple people to understand it is

·4· a bad, bad, bad example for you to say that a police

·5· officer have above and beyond the rights that other city

·6· employees and private citizens have. I'm just giving a

·7· compliment to these two. I'm not going to say anything

·8· about the rest of you all on how you all voted, because

·9· you all know how you all voted and you all should, you

10· know, you all know how you all voted.

11· · · ·MR. DAVIS: I also like to give a compliment to my

12· Police Commissioner, Ricardo Moore. He send out some very

13· good useful information to the community. I wish I had

14· the opportunity to do that when I was on the Board, I

15· liked that, you know, but he's doing a great job. I'm

16· glad I voted for him. And I think that he actually should

17· be, you know, Chairing this committee and chairing this

18· Board, you know, we need to make sure that we have people

19· that are unbiased, unbought, and doing a good job for the

20· people; not because of they're afraid of the union or

21· because they're afraid of this, or they're afraid of

22· that. We need people with conviction and courage. Thank

23· you.

24· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next three speakers would

25· be caller with the last three numbers. 402, followed by



·1· Ms. Taura Brown, followed by Ms. Brenda Hill.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: 402. 402 going once, 402 going

·3· twice.

·4· · · ·MR. BROWN: It looked like she dropped the call.

·5· Okay. Whoever it was, okay. We'll go to Ms. Taura Brown,

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Ms. Brown, Ms. Brown.

·7· · · ·MS. BROWN: Thank you, commissioners. Can you all

·8· hear me?

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you.

10· · · ·MS. BROWN: Thank you. My name is Taura Brown, T A U

11· R A. Last name is Brown. I was really disappointed in the

12· vote to continue to pay an officer who tested positive

13· for cocaine. And I don't care what your reasons are. The

14· bottom line is, he should not be paid by the citizens of

15· Detroit. We had Chief Craig sit here and he was trash and

16· everybody made it seem like they would've done better, if

17· we'd had a better police chief. Now we have a better

18· police chief, and we still have the same. And I'm

19· especially disappointed with District 5. Burton, you are

20· disruptive, you clown every chance you get and the chance

21· that you had to prove that you were for the people you

22· voted for the absolute nonsense. I can understand why the

23· pastors voted the way that well, while Reverend Holley

24· voted the way that he did, he's a pastor; he deals in

25· Christianity, he deals in forgiveness.



·1· · · ·MS. BROWN: We put you people on the Board to serve

·2· the people. You don't need to be worried about serving

·3· the police, because that's not who you work for. You work

·4· for the people and all of you that voted to continue to

·5· pay someone who tested positive for cocaine need to be

·6· replaced at election time, every single one of you,

·7· because you don't know what you're supposed to do.

·8· Because guess what? You don't want somebody who has to

·9· help you in a hospital testing positive for cocaine. You

10· don't want the person handling your money at the bank

11· testing positive for cocaine, but you want the people

12· tasked to serve and protect the citizens of Detroit

13· testing positive for cocaine, and then you vote to pay

14· them. Are you crazy? All of you all need to be reelected.

15· Everybody who voted for him needs to be reelected. You

16· all are clowns. You all come in there and show out. You

17· argue, you don't understand Robert's Rules of Order and

18· you are an embarrassment and all of you need to be

19· recalled.

20· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair caller, with the last three

21· numbers, 402 is back.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: 402.

23· · · ·CALLER 402: Yes. Am I heard?

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you.

25· · · ·CALLER 402: Can you hear me?



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can.

·2· · · ·CALLER 402: Welcome to the Board and welcome back to

·3· me. Boy, I miss being there to speak and be with you all.

·4· But you all know I've been sick and everything. You all

·5· just pray for me. I wanted to look more closely at the

·6· officer's safety and wellness. The citizens to get to

·7· know the commanding officers and the leaders at every

·8· Precinct in their neighborhood. Also to regarding their

·9· citizen safety, we talk about the ceasefire with the

10· commanders and people and everything that they represent

11· in the neighborhood to help the citizens, because the

12· officers have the same human experiences as the citizen

13· do. They can relate to the citizens experiences. Also to

14· have skit events, depicting officer human experiences and

15· compassion for the citizenry, as it relates to like

16· experiences of Detroit citizen. The end result must be

17· respect and concern for Detroit citizens.

18· · · ·CALLER 402: And also I want to commend also the

19· officers for the things that they do with the brotherhood

20· and the sisterhood and the ceasefire. We have to help the

21· youth. And the way you all discuss things that are very

22· sensitive back and forth and you're still together, even

23· though there's a lot of pros and cons, you're still

24· together. Keep standing together, even though there's

25· pros and cons and you have a heart to work with the



·1· people, or you wouldn't have CIT program for the citizens

·2· and to talk with them. Not to fire first, but to try

·3· to...

·4· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next caller would be Ms.

·5· Brenda Hill and that would be your last caller for public

·6· comments.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thanks.

·8· · · ·MS. HILL: Hello. Can you hear me?

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you, Ms.

10· Hill.

11· · · ·MS. HILL: Yes. Thank you. There have been a lot of

12· negative comments today about what's going on in this

13· Board and I agree wholeheartedly with them. But something

14· happened on Saturday. I was at the People's Action event

15· on the West Side and they had food and bounce houses and

16· vendors and everything. And I don't think there was any

17· bad behavior by anyone at that event. But the Chief came

18· he did send, I don't know, two white officers for

19· recruiting in almost 100% Black neighborhood. I'm having

20· a problem with the whitening of the police department.

21· But there was a group of young Black men about 20 playing

22· basketball and I asked neigbors to go over and tell them

23· to come over because so much goodness was happening out

24· there. And the police chief happened to be, I said,

25· where's the police chief because he had come. And he was



·1· about to leave and I sent people over there to get him.

·2· Do you know, the police chief stopped, came back to talk

·3· to these young men and it made a difference. And I know

·4· that is what we want to happen. He spent quite a lot of

·5· time with these young men and made some connections and

·6· hopefully those connections will connect with other folks

·7· and more folks and more young people who might not feel

·8· they have a choice between bad and good. And I just want

·9· people out here to know that he didn't have to stay, this

10· didn't have to happen. I witnessed something good in the

11· neighborhood. Thank you.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's the last one.

13· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yes, sir.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. All right, Chief,

15· you're up?

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Can I just say something just

19· before you introduce the Chief.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go right ahead.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Thank you. I just want the

22· listening audience today to know that after that I

23· believe it was the Free Press article, the Detroit news

24· article pertaining to the officer, 63% of Detroiters felt

25· that this Board voted in the right direction, based off



·1· of a poll. And so, you know, I just want Detroiters to

·2· know that you know, we take these situations very

·3· seriously for the most part, and especially, I do in

·4· District 5. I'm sure other commissioners as well, some of

·5· the commissioners. But a poll was conducted after that

·6· article, whether or not this Board did the right thing or

·7· not. And so, I think there's support from the community

·8· and I just wanted to say that today.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. All right. Now,

10· Chief...

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: And through the Chair, can I

12· just, for the record?

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: I'm here. That's

15· Commissioner. Pressley's here.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Now you're up,

17· Chief.

18· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Thank you. Excuse me, Mr. Chair.

19· And certainly to this honorable body. Again, bringing

20· greetings from Chief White, who is at a community event

21· in your District again, Commissioner Burton, District 5.

22· Again with boots on the ground, he's on a bike patrol,

23· addressing quality of life issues.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: That's awesome.

25· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: So again, greetings from the



·1· chief, and I'd like to update you on a few things that

·2· are going on within your Police Department. I want to

·3· start off with the officers that are injured. Currently,

·4· we have 5 members of the Police Department that are out

·5· recovering at home due to injuries they sustain while

·6· serving this community. A sergeant from the Second

·7· Precinct who was struck by a vehicle, an officer from TSS

·8· who was dragged by a vehicle, our Tactical Service

·9· Section, an officer who was involved in a car crash from

10· our Commercial Auto Theft Unit and 2 officers that were

11· struck by a drunk driver while they were on a traffic

12· stop.

13· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: All five members are still at

14· home recovering and have the ambition to suit back up,

15· get back out in the community, back out in the field and

16· serve the residents here in the city. COVID we are not

17· immune to COVID here in the Police Department. Currently

18· we have 18 members that are isolated or quarantine. Last

19· week, we're at 22, so we do have less officers out. And

20· we have those members that we talked about that were

21· quarantined, 15 of them are vaccinated as opposed to last

22· week they were 20. So a smaller pool of individuals that

23· are out and the majority, I'm sorry, they were positive.

24· 15 that were out, were positive, the other three have

25· symptoms that we would enact protocols to keep them away.



·1· But of that 18 that are out 15 are in fact COVID

·2· positive.

·3· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: As it relates to crime in our

·4· categories of homicide last year, year-to-date, we had

·5· 204 homicides, this year we are at 199. We have a 2%

·6· reduction as it relates to nonfatal shootings. Last year,

·7· this time we had 724 this year, we are at 624, 100 less

·8· victims of nonfatal shootings and victims of gun crime.

·9· That's reflective of a 14% decrease. And our robberies,

10· 935 robberies year-to-date. Last year, we are at 916

11· robberies year-to-date reflective of a 2% decrease. When

12· we look at our entire volume of violent crimes, part 1,

13· when we look at carjackings, stabbings, and assaults just

14· that total number year-to-date, we were at 9,551

15· incidents. This year we are at 8,385. 1200 less victims

16· of incidents here this year in the community, which is

17· reflective of a 12% decrease in our violent crime across

18· the city. Some enforcement initiatives that we have. We

19· know how drag racing and drifting has plagued this city

20· over years.

21· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: There's been some environmental

22· design things that have been done such as speed bumps in

23· certain areas. But there are officers that are also boots

24· on the ground, and we get a little help from Mother

25· Nature. This past weekend, Mother Nature helped us out as



·1· well. We had five traffic stops. We didn't issue any

·2· citations. We impounded two vehicles. We made two

·3· misdemeanor arrests and we got one illegally possessed

·4· weapon off the streets. Again, with the rain that we had

·5· it helped us out and we're thankful. Overall year-to-date

·6· enforcement stats, as it relates to drag racing, we have

·7· made 363 traffic stops, issued 255 citations, impounded

·8· 113 vehicles, recovered 4 stolen vehicles, made 38 felony

·9· arrests, 11 misdemeanor arrests and recovered 26

10· illegally possessed weapons during this targeted

11· initiative. Some significant incidents that have happened

12· across the city since this Board last met and you last

13· received this report.

14· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: On August 12th, there was a

15· fatal shooting of a victim who was an intern with the

16· Fire Department. On that August 12th date, the victim was

17· at home in the 19,000 Block of Stahelin when she got into

18· an argument with the defendant, the defendant produced a

19· handgun and shot the victim before fleeing the location.

20· Our homicide detectives identified the suspect and

21· arrested him. Felony charges were issued by the Wayne

22· County Prosecutor's Office as follows: homicide, murder

23· first degree, felon in possession of a firearm and felony

24· firearms. The defendant was remanded to the custody of

25· the Wayne County Sheriff. So he did not bond and is not



·1· out. The second incident was a fatal shooting. I can't

·2· believe I'm reading this, involving an argument over

·3· barbecuing food. On August 21st, 2022 at 9:00 PM in the

·4· 8,000 Block of Pearson, the victim was at the location

·5· barbecuing. The offender came to the location with

·6· several people to attend this event. Shortly after

·7· arriving, the offender began arguing with the victim

·8· regarding how he was cooking the chicken. The argument

·9· escalated, the victim got a black substance, probably

10· charcoal or something on his shirt. He was at the grill

11· or whatnot. The offender then produced a handgun, firing

12· two shots, shooting the victim, the defendant, or I'm

13· sorry, the victim, which was the cook in the chest. He

14· fled the location. This offender was on tether and out on

15· tether when he did this. But with that tether technology,

16· once he was identified, we were able to locate him on the

17· West Side. I believe we were on Hayden Street with

18· members of our homicide as well as our headquarter

19· surveillance, we were able to track him to a location and

20· where he attempted to flee ultimately barricading himself

21· in the location, but through our CIT trained officers,

22· and our mental health experts.

23· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: We had a clinician with us at

24· that time in our special response team, his family, who

25· we were thankful for, we were able to communicate with



·1· him and certainly said that our purpose there was to

·2· bring him to his day in court. Regardless of the decision

·3· that he made, it's not up to us to do. We are the finders

·4· of facts, gatherers of evidence and we present it.

·5· Thankfully, he came out with a peaceful surrender and now

·6· he will have his day in court. And the matter is

·7· currently being reviewed by the Wayne County Prosecutor's

·8· Office for issue...

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Are we talking about a burnt

10· piece of chicken?

11· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: We don't even know if he burnt

12· it. I can't...

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I can tell you.

14· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Okay.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: You're going to tell me that

16· somebody got shot and killed over burnt piece of chicken.

17· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Yes, sir.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: This is asinine.

19· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Very tragic and very

20· unfortunate.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I'm sorry.

22· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: The third incident that we had

23· is the fatal shooting of a 5-year-old. On August 22nd in

24· the 19,000 Block of Oakfield, the victim was at the

25· location with his 7-year-old brother. The victim's uncle



·1· who is 29, was monitoring or watching the young ladies,

·2· I'm sorry, the youth while the victim's mother was away

·3· going out, I think to the store, as the facts are

·4· presented here. The victim got a hold to an unsecured

·5· firearm, a handgun at the location. The victim shot

·6· himself and he succumbed to his entries. The uncle was

·7· arrested and was taken to the DDC for processing. The

·8· uncle has been charged with tampering of evidence and

·9· felon in possession by the Wayne County Prosecutor's

10· Office.

11· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: There was some issue as to where

12· the firearm was and it appeared that it had been moved.

13· So again, that's how we got those charges. And again,

14· with the uncle being a felon and having this felon in

15· possession. So again, we will keep you updated, but

16· again, another tragic lost that did not have to happen.

17· The last incident. Well, there are two more. One is the

18· non-fatal shooting of an 18-year-old that happened in the

19· 17,000 Block of Lenore on August 23rd. The victim was

20· outside in front of the home when three males and three

21· females arrived at the location and the victim, and one

22· of the females got into a physical altercation. And

23· during this time, one of the males that was there

24· produced a handgun, provided it to the female involved in

25· the fight and the female fired multiple shots striking



·1· the victim in the abdomen.

·2· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: He was taken to the hospital and

·3· treated for his injuries. They appear that they are non-

·4· life threatening and they will make a recovery. The

·5· suspects in this matter has been identified as a 16-year-

·6· old female and a 17-year-old male. Members of the police

·7· department, we are still actively looking for both. So if

·8· anyone that may be watching this knows about this 17,000

·9· Block Lenore shooting, or these individuals involved,

10· please call Detroit Police Homicide or crime stoppers,

11· either one 800, speak up or Homicide section 596 2260 or

12· any Police Department. You can walk in, you can call you

13· can remain anonymous but we can certainly use the help in

14· holding these two individuals accountable for their

15· actions. The last incident that I want to share with you

16· before I get into some more positive news is an arson

17· incident that occurred at 1781 South Fort Street, which

18· garnered some media attention.

19· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: On August 23rd, at 5:48 AM in

20· the 1700 Block of South Fort, a male suspect entered the

21· location upset and complaining about a prior purchase.

22· The same subject left the location in return with the

23· bucket filled of gasoline. The subject dumped the

24· gasoline from that bucket into the store and set it on

25· fire. We were able to capture this event on video and



·1· members from the arson unit were able to identify the

·2· subject. In partnering with another agency, he was

·3· arrested and also found to be in possession of a stolen

·4· motor vehicle, in addition to the arson charges. This

·5· investigation has been submitted to the Wayne County

·6· Prosecutor's Office for review and issuance of the

·7· charges. So this person who again, made a very poor

·8· decision, there could have been a small child, there

·9· could have been anyone you or I in there. To take that

10· bucket and the gasoline and dump it in the entry way to

11· the store could have harmed a lot of people, but

12· nevertheless, he was arrested accounted for, and now will

13· be held accountable for his actions.

14· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: I want to share with you a few

15· positive things that are going on in the Police

16· Department. On Tuesday, August 23rd, our bike train

17· officers along with Chief White and the quality of life

18· enforcement ride happened at the 6th Precinct. 4 scout

19· car areas were visited with a convoy of bikes, greeting

20· members of the community. And in addition, talking to

21· community members, Chief White handed out gun locks. The

22· community was very supportive and happy to see police

23· officers riding bikes through the neighborhood. That was

24· the Chief's West Side bike initiative. And I'll get into

25· it shortly and again, where he's at right now with the



·1· East Side initiative. Yesterday, on August 24th, the

·2· Detroit Police Department Law Enforcement Explorer

·3· Program held their 2022 graduation ceremony at the

·4· Carpenters and Millwrights Training Center. During his

·5· remarks, Chief White commended, all participants and

·6· their accomplishments. Additionally, Chief White

·7· discussed the history of the Explorer program and its

·8· value to the Police Department. Special recognition was

·9· also given to the law enforcement explorers, academy

10· staff for their outstanding work, dedication and

11· leadership into developing, hopefully our future police

12· officers, sergeants, deputy chiefs, and perhaps chief,

13· and hopefully through this program that may be the path.

14· As you came in the building today, one of the initiatives

15· that we're working on is a back to school and recruiting

16· drive.

17· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: So while the parents are

18· bringing the children here to get book packs and

19· backpacks, perhaps there's an opportunity to join the

20· police department. If not a sworn officer, there are

21· several non-sworn positions as well. That's currently

22· going on right now. You can hear it outside. And again,

23· we were very thankful. We were able to partner with

24· Target again, to have this event happen. So again, people

25· from all over the city have come in to get a free



·1· backpack and a great experience from the youth around the

·2· city to prepare to go back to school. The Detroit Police

·3· Department certainly supports its youth and the citizens.

·4· We also had an opportunity, Director Patillo, who I saw

·5· downstairs with the recruiting team. We have apparatus

·6· from not only the Police Department, but the Fire

·7· Department down as well. Food and a bounce house for

·8· those that may not quite be ready to go to school yet,

·9· but again, some entertainment. So community policing and

10· serving and interacting is truly something that Chief

11· White has a penchant for.

12· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: And we will continue to do at

13· every opportunity we get. Again, Commissioner Burton, we

14· were speaking... the Chief is not here. He's currently

15· doing the East Side portion of his mountain bike

16· enforcement initiative. And that's happening in the 7th

17· Precinct. They will ride a route of 10 miles. And in

18· addition to greeting the community, Chief has gun locks,

19· too many. We talked about the 5-year-old, a short while

20· ago, the 16 and 17year-olds who would add access to

21· unsecured firearms and did heinous acts. So certainly gun

22· locks will be distributed to any resident that may

23· request one. And also, while addressing the quality of

24· life issues, our biggest focus right now is gun safety

25· and those that have them, maintaining them and operating



·1· responsibly, which is at a gun range, but just

·2· responsible ownership of them.

·3· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: So that is kind of the mantra of

·4· this initiative that the Chief is currently at today.

·5· Lastly, tomorrow the 32nd Annual Mack Alive Parade and

·6· Stop the Violence Summit will occur on Mack Avenue from

·7· St. Jean to East Grand Boulevard, starting at 10:00 AM.

·8· There will be food, games, prizes, parade, floats, as

·9· well as marching bands participating in the event. We

10· hope that you're able to join us. Certainly, what's going

11· on right now, hopefully after this meeting concludes you

12· can join us for the back to school giveaway and tomorrow

13· as well. I believe the Chief may be the Grand Marshall as

14· I understand it. So again, if your schedules allowed, we

15· would love for you to join us. With that, that concludes

16· the Police Department's report. And I can gladly

17· entertain any questions that you may have. What I'm not

18· able to provide to you now, I can certainly have follow

19· up in writing and get you the answers again, should I not

20· have them today, Mr. Chair.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wow. Awesome as always, sir.

22· Awesome. And thank you. I just want to know, I don't know

23· if anybody noticed or saw it, but the gentleman who

24· barricaded himself, and the police did a phenomenal job

25· of getting him out. That CIT did a good job. He also had



·1· a infant, right?

·2· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: That's correct. He took a 2-

·3· year-old hostage while he was inside the location. Again,

·4· patience in those scenarios and in those instance,

·5· patience is key. Open communication is paramount. And

·6· with that again, with that special skill, that those

·7· crisis intervention trained officers had we had a

·8· peaceful resolution, which is what our goal is each and

·9· every time we encounter those sets of circumstances.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, I got a chance to watch

11· it. Somebody filmed it and I got a chance to see it. And

12· it was remarkable the way they arrested them. I mean,

13· peacefully. It was awesome. Do you know anything about

14· the 3 young kids who has been going around stealing cars?

15· 11, 12, and I think 13. Do you hear anything about that?

16· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: That specific event, Mr. Chair?

17· I cannot speak to that. I'm not sure if perhaps you may

18· have a reference to the social media trend of the Kia

19· boys. I'm not sure if that's what you're speaking of.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: They're young.

21· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: But there has been a trend

22· that's going around on social media. This region is not

23· exempt. Southfield just had an instance where their

24· dealership was hit. And it is, basically young folks that

25· we find are the demographic that are taking advantage of



·1· this, but there's a model make and model of a vehicle

·2· that through online, they're able to teach others how to

·3· steal a car. And again, auto thefts have been some issues

·4· that we are addressing across the city. We, again, like

·5· other major cities are seeing a significant spike in auto

·6· thefts, but as to specifics, those three ages we know,

·7· but we are aware of this national trend and we have

·8· education campaigns led by Lieutenant Clive Stewart of

·9· our Commercial Auto Theft section to speak to, you know,

10· whether it be stop leaving your valuables in the car, if

11· there's opportunities for perhaps a club or other things

12· on your steering wheel, as well as giveaways to do that,

13· to educate our community, to reduce the opportunity for

14· them to become a victim of auto theft.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. I want the public

16· to know, and the Board, well, Commissioner Carter is in

17· the building. Thank you. Welcome. Commissioner Burton.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yes through the Chair, I'll

19· just be short and brief with the Chief. Chief, in the

20· past when Chief James Craig was the Chief, I usually

21· could make a request for a box of gun locks. I used to be

22· able to get 100 of those or 50 of those, whatever the

23· department had at that time. And through the community

24· groups that I'm associated with or participate with and

25· stuff, we used to give those out. I don't know where the



·1· department stands right now, far as how many gun locks

·2· you have, but I remember I used to be able to, to get

·3· those, and I would love to have some for some of the

·4· areas in the 5th District that I feel really need a gun

·5· safety lock. I mean, we have to be able to educate our

·6· community on how to secure their weapons, how to properly

·7· store their weapons. I just think that the department

·8· have done a great job in the past of giving those out.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Well, you have some to give

10· him?

11· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Through the Chair. I will have

12· locks dropped off at your office tomorrow morning, sir.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: You're going to have some to

14· give him?

15· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Yes, sir.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: You do?

17· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYLES: Yes, sir.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Bernard

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I want to follow up briefly on

20· what you said, as well as, if you will, some of the

21· public comments I'm concerned that the community would

22· think that anyone on this Board elected or appointed

23· would be in favor of a drug addict being a police

24· officer, or a police officer who has a drug problem being

25· on the streets. That is not the case. I have never



·1· supported this stuff. And no one I know. And no one that

·2· I know on this Board or on our staff would support such a

·3· thing. I think, however, that the community has

·4· misconstrued our vote. What we voted was simply that he

·5· be allowed to continue to be paid. What the community did

·6· not hear was that he had asked for help before.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Hold on. No, we can't go into

·8· that.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, actually, we

10· can, because now it's a matter of public information.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I don't think so.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: His identity...

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Hang on. We still can't

14· discuss that.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: His identity is public.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's only speculation from

17· the case.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Hypothetically.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, we can't even go

20· hypothetically.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I can go hypothetically, Mr.

22· Chairman, because the person...

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Well, I'm asking you just keep

24· your question to the Chief. And let's keep the

25· commentary. That's totally out of line.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: If a person asks his boss for

·2· help, admits they have a problem. And then the department

·3· decides to have them drop, I understand that. Drop comes

·4· back just like the person said it was gonna be and

·5· requested help. And the DPD psychiatrist testifies on

·6· behalf of that person saying that the person needs

·7· help...

·8· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner, please. I'm

10· really have to stop you. I really do. I really have to

11· stop you. That's it. Come on, we'll talk about this

12· later. So we're going to stop this, right?

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I'm sorry...

14· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: The public would like

16· criticize for making a decision...

17· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair?

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: All the facts.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Bernard.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: All the facts.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Bernard.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: And I think the community

23· deserves those facts.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Bernard, we're

25· not here to discuss that.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: ...know, the officer is

·2· public...

·3· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair, if you would to take a recess

·4· at this time, sir.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. I'm going to have to.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I don't have to take a recess,

·7· I can stop. That's not a problem.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. Well...

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, you are letting

10· this Board be lambasted for absolutely no reason.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I made a statement...

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: In individual Board members.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I made a statement.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: We need to regroup right now.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Let's regroup. Are you done?

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: You are not protecting us.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Are you done now?

18· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yes.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

21· · · ·MS. WHITE: If you would please just take a brief

22· recess...

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: No need for a recess. Let's

24· keep going, we're late already, but you know.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So you keep...



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. I'll muzzle it.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Through the Chair.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Thanks. Chief, I just want to

·6· say thanks to the department for assisting the citizens

·7· and District 7 for various community issues that have

·8· taken place. And also around District 5, just had a heavy

·9· issue that your department leadership addressed on my

10· behalf of the citizens. So I appreciate that. And I'm

11· also happy with the leadership of the various commanders

12· at the Precinct, the Second Precinct with Chambers 6th

13· with Williams and at 10 with Commander Blackwell. She's

14· coming on strong and I'm glad Captain Tosqui is there.

15· And I look forward to seeing his name somewhere, on one

16· of these pieces of paper one day.

17· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Thank you, sir. If I can, Mr.

18· Chair, certainly the work that's done by the team is

19· certainly reflective of the leadership and the command

20· officers play an integral role. They are basically the

21· chiefs of those Precincts. So I will certainly take your

22· regards and I will acknowledge them in their personnel

23· file. And the very first audience we get to acknowledge

24· them, I will convey your sentiments to them and their

25· appreciation for a job well done.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: I appreciate that?

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic Commissioner Banks.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Yes. Through the Chair, Chief, I

·4· mean Assistant Chief, we hear a lot about Green Light. We

·5· hear a whole lot about Green Light. What type of...?

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Project Green Light.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Yes, Project Green Light.

·8· Talking about that. Through the Chair again. Peace and

·9· blessing to you Assistant Commander. We hear a lot about

10· Green Light. What type of results is Green Light

11· delivering in the community? I think it cost a thousand

12· dollars, I believe. And can anyone buy Green Light?

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: That's 5,000.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: How much?

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: 5,000.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Thank you so much attorney.

17· 5,000 then and can anyone buy Green Light and can a

18· residential home get Green Light? I know a lot of

19· business are getting it, but what type of security and

20· protection and accuracy does Green Light bring to a

21· community?

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Commissioner, through the

23· Chair?

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, sir.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Would you like him to bring...



·1· that's a great question, but I don't think he's got an

·2· answer to it. That's below his police scale. You would

·3· like him to get a report to you at the next meeting?

·4· Because that's a loaded question and a good one. Don't

·5· you think you need more time to do that?

·6· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: I can answer a few, but I'd

·7· ultimately like to certainly with the offer to a three

·8· prong answer to that. The first would be certainly to

·9· offer the opportunity if the agenda will allow for

10· Captain Anthony O'Rourke, who oversees the Green Light

11· Project to talk about the story, to tell what it is from

12· its infancy, to where it is now, what are the

13· capabilities and the crime reductions that we've had. In

14· addition to that I would like to offer you a tour that's

15· housed here right here on the 4th floor in the Real Time

16· Crime Center. I would love for you to see what it is,

17· what it's capable of and the value that it has, the

18· evidentiary value that it has as it relates to closing

19· crime and ultimately the impact on crime. And I can

20· answer the questions as it relates to crime reductions

21· and provider written report to those specific areas.

22· Again, the in-person report by Captain O'Rourke, should

23· you allow, and then lastly, a tour if you'd so choose

24· right here in headquarters, maybe 15 minutes of your

25· time, and if you'd like to stay longer, you certainly can



·1· just to see what project Green Light is all about.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Yes. I have one more, sir.

·3· Mr. Chair.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I just said I want to go too

·5· when you do the tour. That's all. Thank you, Mr.

·6· Chairman.

·7· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Absolutely.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead, sir.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. You upgraded a whole lot

10· from back in the 70s when you used to carry the 38

11· specials. And is there any need to upgrade your

12· revolvers, artillery, today? I believe what you carry to

13· Smith and Wesson, I believe. Is there any need for

14· upgrade, because I know that ranks is one of the top guns

15· out there as far as power, but you know, you got the

16· crooks out there. They have some dynamites. So is there

17· any need to, or should I be asking the Chief then.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: He's the Chief's representative.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Well, go ahead.

20· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: So as far as our firearm that we

21· currently carry, it is in fact, a Smith and Wesson. We

22· just transitioned from the 40 caliber to a 9 millimeter

23· which the research had shown it was a more effective

24· round, more stopping power and more effective in the

25· event that we were put in a position where fatal force



·1· was the only option or deadly force. As it relates to

·2· additional resources or additional capabilities, if we

·3· are into one of those situations Assistant Chief

·4· LeValley, as well as Deputy Chief Mark Bliss oversee our

·5· Firearms Inventory Unit, where they are constantly

·6· assessing the needs based on what's out there in the

·7· event, we need to have a response to that where we need

·8· to meet force with force as well as our special response

·9· team. At this time I know of no request as it relates to

10· upgrade our current arsenal for lack of a better term,

11· but in the event that it does that need arises, I believe

12· as protocol would relate, I believe this body would get

13· some type of correspondence, but at this point I know of

14· no requests to address anything additional as it relates

15· to that.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Because we just want you

17· to be secure out there with your firearms, because you

18· got some crooks out there, they got some dynamite out

19· there. So what does the Smith and Wesson rank as far as

20· with firearms like 1 through 5 or 1 through 10? What does

21· that firearm rank in your mind?

22· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: If I may, I am not an expert. I

23· can simply say that it was the mandate of Chief White to

24· get the best we can possibly attain that's on the market.

25· We owe it certainly to our officers, but citizens, as it



·1· relates to accuracy in the event that we need. We don't

·2· want something that will go through walls and possibly

·3· injure others in the backdrop or a bystander. The firearm

·4· system that we have employed or that we use here with the

·5· police department we believe is the best that we can as

·6· officers that are carrying it, and we are satisfied with

·7· it.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay, good. I'm all set.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Thank you. Through the Chair.

10· My question is relative to these incidental fatalities as

11· a result of children getting access to guns and again

12· injuring themselves what category is that being

13· classified in? So when we get the Chief's report, it

14· wouldn't be considered a criminal homicide, right. So

15· what category are those incidents as being classified?

16· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Mr. Chair. Again, Through the

17· Chair, it would depend. Each circumstances, it could

18· possibly be a suicide. It could possibly be an

19· accidental. So there are a couple breakout categories,

20· short of us calling it a criminal homicide.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: So it may be possible, sorry,

22· again, Through the Chair, it may be possible, but that

23· data isn't being captured in the category one violent

24· crimes if it's a suicide.

25· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Correct.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Okay. Thank you.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Carter.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER CARTER: Yes, no questions. Thank you.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Bell.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: No questions.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Holley.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Thank you for the report.

·8· Through the Chair. There was a time we were trying to

·9· raise money to buyback guns. So you're telling me that we

10· have gun locks. Where did that resource come from and do

11· you have them in order to really serve this community,

12· enough to serve this community?

13· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Well, we received several

14· donations. The National Shooting Sports Foundation sends

15· an allotment every year to which we partner with the

16· Eddie Eagle campaign in which we educate young school-

17· aged children, what they do if they run across a firearm.

18· So we get those several donors a firearms manufacturer

19· from Germany, Friedhoff, who I personally had a chance to

20· work with, made a donation to some firearm locks. So we

21· certainly will receive them in... I don't know if when

22· our next purchase will be, but we have an amount that you

23· can go into any local Precinct. Certainly, you can come

24· to police headquarters and we're doing our best as we get

25· more to arm our officers, that they can have some with



·1· them when they're in a scout car. So our goal is that if

·2· you're riding by and you see an officer, you can wave and

·3· say, do you have a gun lock and that is ultimately our

·4· goal.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Yes. I'd like to think that I'm

·6· pretty much, kind of, know things that are going on. It's

·7· the first time I'm hearing it. So I apologize. It's just

·8· me, but I do feel like a couple of us were trying to

·9· raise money to buy back guns. It would seem like to me

10· then if you want to switch it around and based on these

11· kids getting killed, all this kind of stuff, I'd like to

12· see if there is something we can do to help you to raise

13· money, to buy gun locks in order to give it to each

14· Precinct. I'd like to see where we are with that and how

15· we can help you with that. I offered about $40,000. We

16· gave it about two years ago and it was turned down. And

17· I'm just saying to you that we are we here to help. But

18· again, I'm just talking to you, not talking to nobody,

19· just talking to you. It bothers me that we have resources

20· around this table to try to help and nobody asks us for

21· that. And I just feel like I want to just say that to you

22· and you get it up to where you have to get it up to. The

23· other thing about it is, I'm always, and I love what's

24· going on out there. I love it, but to give kids back,

25· what do you call them? Backpacks empty; and again, I feel



·1· like we are resourceful. I mean, Mike Morse, he gives

·2· backpacks to students and they're all empty. And so you

·3· give me a backpack that's empty, when I go to school, I

·4· need a ruler, paper, pen, calculator, crayons.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: So, what I'm saying to you, I

·6· guess I'm just, I have about 6 more months here, and

·7· after listening to this comment early today, I'm not sure

·8· I want to be here another 6 days, because we don't get

·9· paid for this. And I try to make it at these meetings and

10· I try to be resourceful. I also see billboards on the

11· highway. And then most likely after I get out of this

12· meeting, we'll be 200 homicides. Most likely, I hope not.

13· But 200 homicides. We're not even in September, yet, not

14· even September yet. And I'm listening to all this yang

15· yang that comes over to us, and we don't really talk

16· about the deaths until you make your report. We don't

17· really talk about it until you make your report.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: And I get so frustrated that I

19· sit around here week after week, and basically, and I'm

20· just talking, I'm not talking to you. You're the only

21· person I have to talk to because nobody else listens. I

22· just feel like if we are resourceful and can help, let us

23· help you. Let us help. And so I'm saying the backpacks,

24· we should have put calculators in them, pencils, paper,

25· empty bags. I'm glad they got something, I'm not



·1· complaining. I'm just explaining. And then I'm asking you

·2· could they be enmpty and then the gun locks. If I'm

·3· telling you, I'm giving you some money to buy, get the

·4· guns back, then somebody should have said, well,

·5· Reverend, we going to get locks and try to stop people

·6· from killing each other with that, especially to kids.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: So I leave you alone. It's just

·8· a frustrating day to sit here and listen to yang yang. I

·9· consider it yang yang, and then I'm sitting here doing

10· everything I can. And many of these commissioners around

11· this table, just like me, are trying to do everything we

12· can to not oversight, civilian oversight, but also in

13· terms of trying to make sure that we help because we live

14· in the community. We're not from the outside of the

15· community. We're in the community. So I just ask you, and

16· I'm just talking to you because we're going to be fishing

17· brothers one of these days. But right now I'm just saying

18· to you, that's my frustration and I'm just not

19· complaining, I'm just explaining it. And I'd like to see,

20· as we move forward in September, what we can do to add

21· more gun locks, if we raise some resources for you. Thank

22· you, Mr. Chairman.

23· · · ·COMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chair.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, we have to move on. We

25· have to keep this going. You guys had a bite already. So



·1· Madam Secretary, your report please.

·2· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Just to...

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order, Mr. Chairman.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'm not going to accept that

·5· from you. You guys had time to talk.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: You just had one commissioner

·9· speak for 5 minutes, Mr. Chairman. Other commissioners

10· have their hands up.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's okay. Go ahead.

12· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir. Through the Chair, the agenda

13· has the incoming correspondence for this week and they

14· are as follows: The honorable Board received an updated

15· BOPC meeting calendar for the remainder of this year and

16· also the BOPC proposed committee assignments.

17· Additionally, the Board received the various technology

18· reports, facial recognition, DPD ShotSpotter and Project

19· Green Light, and the honorable Board also received the

20· electronic report of the OCI staff report that notes, the

21· CCRs received, CCRs distributed to BOPC for approval,

22· CCRs assigned to the Board of Police Commissioners but

23· not returned by commissioners and also the open pending

24· CCRs.

25· · · ·MS. WHITE: So please review your email in boxes for



·1· that information. Additionally, we will work with the

·2· department to schedule the various requested training

·3· this afternoon, regards to the Real Time Crime Center.

·4· And we are also proposing or planning to plan the

·5· training with the department with regards to the

·6· traditional 40-hour block of mandatory training that

·7· includes, but is not limited to, ethical decision making,

·8· tactical day, and use of force continuum, de-escalation

·9· training, and other important training sessions. So you

10· will receive further updates in that regard. Thank you.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Unfinished business.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I just had one point on

14· Project Green Light. Thank you for your comments back to

15· my colleague on that. But to me, this is a real quick

16· question. Isn't Project Green Light, hasn't it been most

17· beneficial to the department in terms of us catching

18· people? Because it's all on video. It seems to me like we

19· almost get everybody now within 24 hours, wherever

20· there's a Green Light location. Is my understanding

21· correct?

22· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF HAYES: Through the Chair. Well twofold,

23· partially. Certainly, the resolution in that digital

24· video evidence that we're able to obtain with photos

25· would make it very easy to identify someone that



·1· perpetrated a crime. It's also a deterrent. It is also a

·2· beacon or a safe haven to know that with this Green Light

·3· there, those cameras are there. So if someone may have

·4· the fear or feeling of fear that they may be victimized,

·5· if they want to go get gas where they want to stop at

·6· this venue get meal or a convenience store, whatnot, that

·7· level of comfort that they have to go to a Green Light

·8· location where they see that light flashing it is also

·9· extremely beneficial. As twofold as to the value that

10· that program brings to this community.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic Unfinished business.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: You know, I just wanted just

13· say under unfinished business, you know, at this table,

14· on this Board, in the past, we have talked about what we

15· can do to help the youth. I just want to say that coming

16· in this door today, I walked in around 2:59. I saw a lot

17· of parents with smiles on their faces, children happy

18· because of what the Detroit Police Department is doing

19· today, giving each child a backpack, talking about public

20· safety; that goes far in our community. If kids get a

21· backpack today, they going to get supplies throughout.

22· But the Detroit Police Department is playing a very good

23· role in our community. You know, the average child, when

24· they see the police, you know... but this is something

25· where children get a chance to feel good about the



·1· Detroit Police Department, about what they're receiving

·2· from the Detroit Police Department. It's better for a

·3· child to get a backpack from the Detroit Police

·4· Department than not to get anything at all. The Black

·5· churches in the City Detroit has failed the community by

·6· closing gyms, messed up, not offering enough supplies,

·7· but the Detroit Police Department stepped up, today.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner...

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: We serve on a Board with two

10· pastors.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Burden...

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: What have you done?

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's fantastic.

14· Announcements, Mr. Brown.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Kudos to the Detroit Police

16· Department and the men and women in blue...

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Mr. Brown.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: For the work that they've

19· done...

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: And throughout...

22· · · ·MR. BROWN: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair and this

23· honorable Board.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Year helping families.

25· · · ·MR. BROWN: The next BOPC meeting, September 1st,



·1· 2022 at 3:00 PM here at the Detroit Public Safety

·2· Headquarters. The next community meeting would be

·3· Thursday, September the 8th, 2022 at 6:30 with the 4th

·4· Precinct hosting at Kemeny Recreation Center located at

·5· 2260 South Fort Street. And Mr. Chair, please note that

·6· for the month of November, there would be no subcommittee

·7· meeting scheduled

·8· · · ·MS. WHITE: September.

·9· · · ·MR. BROWN: September due to NACOLE conference. The

10· Monday committee meeting scheduled for October is as

11· follows, which meets every second Wednesday. Budget

12· community meeting, Wednesday, October 12th at 2:00 PM.

13· Personnel and training community meeting, Wednesday,

14· October 12th at 2:30 PM. Citizen complaint committee

15· meeting, Wednesday, October 12th at 3:00 PM. And Policy

16· committee meeting, Wednesday, October the 12th at 3:30

17· PM. And Mr. Chair, all those meeting will be held at

18· Detroit Public Safety Headquarters.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Again, these are subject to

20· change, the committees. So, I need your feedback so you

21· can feedback it to me, or you can feedback to staff,

22· right? That way we can put the right people in the right

23· place and switch things up a little bit. If you notice

24· the times has changed too, because I know everybody can't

25· make it there at a certain time. So we changed the times



·1· up too.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Through the Chair, I have an

·3· announcement as well. I'm right here.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Oh.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Announcement. This Saturday

·6· from 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM. Day of Hope is hosting a rock

·7· in the block, block party and back to school rally, where

·8· we'll be offering over 150 backpacks that we'll have

·9· items inside of them, as well as free dental cleaning

10· exams for all of those who are 21 and under, as well as

11· DPD will be there doing onsite recruitment as well. And

12· so, again, that's at 1285 Plymouth Road, this Saturday

13· from 11:00 AM to 2:00 PM. Hopefully the Black church is

14· not failing.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: 150 backpacks is...

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Burton.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: You have maybe 200-300 students

18· in a single school...

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Burton...

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: And about 45-50 students.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: What is he doing?

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: We'll be looking forward to

23· donation, Commissioner Burton.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's okay. That's alright.

25· New business. So we're going to go into closed session



·1· pursuant to Section 8(a) of the Open Meetings Act, MCL

·2· 15.268(a). The Department's request for the Board to

·3· consider administrative leave without pay, but with

·4· medical benefits for Officer Samuel J. Martin, Badge

·5· 4058, assigned to the 5th Precinct, and we need a two

·6· thirds roll call vote for that. Do I have a motion to go

·7· into closed door?

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman, I make the motion.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Do I have a second.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Second?

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All in favor? No, I'm sorry.

12· Discussion.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Discussion. Yes, under

15· discussion.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Under discussion, Mr.

17· Chairman, as noted previously, we have previously

18· addressed this issue. It has been voted on, it has been

19· resolved. We don't get a do over. We're like a jury. Once

20· we decide if someone's guilty or not guilty is over

21· irrespective of what comes up afterwards. It creates a

22· very bad precedent for us to do even attempt to do a do

23· over. Furthermore, I think it's illegal. I think it

24· violates the Fourth Amendment. I really do. I think you

25· have significant due process issues by attempting to do



·1· this. And it destroys our credibility as a body when we

·2· make a decision, we make a decision. Up or down, it is

·3· what it is.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. Any further discussion?

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair. In order for

·6· the Board to have rescind this matter, it should have

·7· been done at that meeting or the following meeting. And

·8· so I agree with my colleague Commissioner/Attorney, Linda

·9· Bernard that it sends the wrong message to our community

10· by taking up this matter today because the Board has

11· already addressed this matter and have taken it up on the

12· record and we have voted and we heard all the discussions

13· at the time and so

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: So previous question.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: So, I stand with my colleague.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. So we're going to

17· take a vote. In favor of going in to closed session?

18· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner QuanTez Pressley - Yes.

19· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Holley - Yes.

20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Ricardo Moore - Yes.

21· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Lisa Carter - Yes.

22· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Burton - No.

23· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Bell - Yes.

24· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Cedric Banks -

25· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Linda Bernard - No.



·1· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair - Yes.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Banks left?

·3· · · ·MS. WHITE: I believe he is still in the building.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: But we have enough to...

·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: This time we do have a quorum. We do have

·6· the two-thirds roll call vote that is met. There were 6 =

·7· Yes votes and 2 = No votes. The motion carried.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. So we're going into

·9· closed session.

10· · · ·MS. WHITE: Motion to reconvene.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I need a motion to reconvene.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER CARTER: So move.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Second?

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER?

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion? All in favor/.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All opposed. All right. We

18· have it.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman.

20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Could you please speak into the

21· microphone, through the Chair?

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Yes. Mr. Chairman.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I move to rescind the motion

25· previously adopted to deny the Chief request to place



·1· Police Officer Samuel J. Martin, Badge 4058, assigned to

·2· the 5th Precinct on administrative leave without paper

·3· with medical benefit.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Is there a second?

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD? [01:40:13]Support?

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: It is moved to rescind the

·7· previous adopted motion that had denied the Chief's

·8· request to place police officer Samuel J. Martin, Badge

·9· number 4058, signed to the 5th Precinct on administrative

10· leave without pay, but with medical benefits, because

11· there was notice given that the motion to rescind will be

12· made at this meeting. It only requires majority vote to

13· adopt.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, I

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Are you ready for any

16· questions?

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Point of order Mr. Chairman...

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I believe that the vote

19· violates Robert's Rules, as well as our bylaws. I'd like

20· to state that for the record. This matter has been

21· adjudicated, and I think it violates both Robert's Rules

22· as well as our bylaws. So, therefore, I think it's out of

23· order.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. Further

25· discussions?



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, I actually agree

·2· with Commissioner Linda Bernard. It does violates rules

·3· of orders and it goes against our bylaws. I also want to

·4· say that drugs has...

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wait. We're just talking about

·6· to rescind this motion. That's all we're talking about at

·7· this point.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: It's a discussion though.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. But you have to adhere to

10· what we're discussing about, to resend the motion. We're

11· going to get to the other part in a minute. So what

12· you're talking about is something totally different.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, you know, we

14· shouldn't be voting on this matter at all. We don't have

15· our parliamentarian in here. The reconsideration of a

16· motion has to be made at that present meeting or the

17· following meeting. This is three meetings out. And so

18· right now we don't have the jurisdiction as a Board to

19· reconsider this motion.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. So now I'm going to take

21· a vote.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: And I call for a legal opinion

23· since we have a legal opinion and a parliamentarian

24· opinion

25· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: And I just want to read the...

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: The Roberts Rules...

·4· · · ·MS. WHITE: If the honorable Board is ready for the

·5· roll call, vote, Commissioner Jim Holley.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: What are we voting on now?

·7· · · ·MS. WHITE: This is the motion to resend the

·8· previously adopted motion to deny the Chief's request to

·9· place Officer Samuel J. Martin on administrative leave

10· without pay.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: This is differently.

12· · · ·MS. WHITE: Again, this is the motion to rescind the

13· previously adopted motion.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Which was to give him...

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Then there'd be another motion

16· after this motion.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Correct.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Okay. You want to call my name

19· again?

20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Okay. Through the Chair again, just to

21· repeat this motion that was just placed on the record by

22· Commissioner Willie Bell is to resend the previously

23· adopted motion, which was to deny the Chief's request.

24· That was a previously adopted motion. So at this time a

25· roll call, vote commissioner, Jim Holley.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: With a heavy heart and a belief

·2· that when one door closes, God would open up another. I

·3· say yes.

·4· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner QuanTez Pressley - Yes.

·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Ricardo Moore - Abstain.

·6· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Lisa Carter - Yes.

·7· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Burton. I can come

·8· back.

·9· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner. Willie E. Bell - Yes.

10· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Cedric Banks - Yes.

11· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Linda Bernard - No.

12· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair - Yes.

13· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Burton - No.

14· · · ·MS. WHITE: There were 7 = Yes votes and 2 = No votes

15· and 1 abstention. The motion passed.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chair, can we note for the

18· record that this motion to rescind was as we indicated,

19· three weeks later, and it was not made by someone who had

20· voted for the previous motion.

21· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Bell made the motion. Mr.

23· Bell had voted against it at the first meeting and now he

24· has made a motion to rescind. He cannot make a motion to

25· rescind on a motion that he did not previously approve.



·1· So the whole proceeding is illegal.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Point of order, Mr. Chair.

·3· Can we get that vote total again?

·4· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Can we have a vote total?

·6· · · ·MS. WHITE: The vote total...

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: 7-2.

·8· · · ·MS. WHITE: The vote total was 7=Yes votes and 2=No

·9· votes and 1 abstention, which counts as a no vote, but

10· there were seven. Yes.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: I only count 6 = Yes.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. It's only 6.

13· · · ·MS. WHITE: Excuse me. Okay. Excuse me. 6 - Yes

14· votes. Yes. The motion still passed. But additionally the

15· motion to rescind versus the motion to reconsider are two

16· different motions. So the motion to reconsider would have

17· needed to be brought the day of the same meeting in which

18· the motion was made. But the motion to rescind can be

19· brought back at another future meeting. So this...

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: This has to be made by a

21· person who voted for it initially. He can't get two bites

22· at the apple. He voted against it at first and he voted

23· against it...

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner, let her finish.

25· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. This is proper,



·1· according to Roberts Rules of Order.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I know I read it.

·3· · · ·MS. WHITE: Yes, sir.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Trust me. I read it.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: I move to accept Chief White's

·8· recommendation to place Police Officer Samuel J. Martin

·9· Badge 4058, assigned to the 5th Precinct on

10· administrative leave without pay, but with medical

11· benefit. That's my motion. I'm sorry. That's my motion.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER?[01:46: 09] Support.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Support. That's a second. Any

14· discussion?

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Discussion.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to read

18· here is that drugs has been used to criminalize our

19· community for far too long.

20· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You can either discuss without

22· discussing what we talk about in a closed session. So you

23· got to be careful what you say. So you can't say anything

24· we were saying about in closed session. If you disagree,

25· disagree a different type of way, but with not saying



·1· anything that was in closed session, please. Go ahead.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: That wasn't said in closed

·3· session.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: What you're saying now, you

·5· can't do that.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BELL: Mr. Chairman, he has to speak to

·7· the motion, not editorialize.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No. That's right. Speak to the

·9· issue.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair, we cannot

11· condemn an officer...

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. So, hang on, sir. If

13· you're going to say that, then you'll be able to do that

14· with your vote. That's not a discussion. That is a vote

15· item. It's either yes or no when we get to the voting

16· part.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I'll speak to the motion. The

18· motion is to suspend the officer with medical benefits,

19· but without pay. I unapologetically object to that for

20· the following reasons. And what does a person, I've said

21· this before? What does a person do that has no pay? You

22· drive a person into criminal activity, you drive them

23· into bankruptcy, and you destroy their credit rating. You

24· destroy in many instances, their personal relationships,

25· their marriage, their relationship with their children,



·1· et cetera. It is a draconian remedy. It is one that is

·2· not appropriate. We can remove a person from their

·3· position. I'm not suggesting that people be on vacation

·4· as was mentioned earlier in public comment. I don't think

·5· they deserve a vacation, but I do think there are things

·6· that they can do for the Police Department without their

·7· gun, perhaps without their badge.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: If they don't have anything

·9· for the department to do, there's lots of stuff they can

10· do for the Police Commission because we don't have a

11· staff. I don't have anybody to write or do anything. Let

12· me finish. This young man has a college degree. This

13· young man earned this degree as an officer, he has a

14· contribution that he can make to this department. He does

15· not have to make it as a sworn officer. And if he

16· continues with pay, we can obviously and the union can

17· agree to allow him to work outside of the classification

18· of the officer, so long as he's doing the job that we ask

19· him to do.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: It is improper for us to do

22· this to anyone. And my one final point is this, if in

23· fact a city council member or a mayor can be indicted

24· federally and they can continue to draw their pay and do

25· something, if you will, for the city of Detroit, clearly



·1· a Detroit police officer can because they're the lowest

·2· paid. They have no money, no resources. They don't have

·3· office holder’s accounts. They don't have the resources

·4· that elected officials have. We have a separate standard

·5· for police here that says, we're going to just going to

·6· put you out and you're just going to go down the tubes.

·7· Everybody else, you know, they can continue to live off

·8· the largest of the City of Detroit. It is wrong.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We got your point. Go ahead,

10· sir.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chair. My

12· remarks is to you, Mr. Chair, and to the Board and out of

13· respect of the father and the father's pastor, cocaine is

14· illegal.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You can't talk about it. Can't

16· say it.

17· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. The closed session

18· items have to maintain and remain in the closed session.

19· So, you cannot discuss the contents.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair?

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Call for the vote.

22· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair. Commissioner, Jim.

23· Holley -

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: What am I voting on this time?

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: The Chief's recommendation



·1· to...

·2· · · ·MS. WHITE: The motion to accept the Chief's

·3· recommendation.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: Yes, unfortunately, yes.

·5· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner QuanTez Pressley - Yes.

·6· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Ricardo Moore - Abstain.

·7· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner. Lisa Carter - Yes.

·8· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Willie E. Burton -

·9· · · ·MS. WHITE: I can come back. Commissioner. Willie E.

10· Bell - Yes.

11· · · ·MS. WHITE; Commissioner Cedric Banks - Yes.

12· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commissioner Linda Bernard - No.

13· · · ·MS. WHITE: Mr. Chair - Yes.

14· · · ·MS. WHITE: Commission Willie E. Burton - No, because

15· it goes against the collective bargaining agreement and

16· the Board already voted on this matter and that this

17· Board is violating Roberts Rules of order and

18· violating...

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We'll get to that

20· Commissioner. We don't need -

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Our bylaws as well.

22· · · ·MS. WHITE: Through the Chair, there were 6 = Yes

23· votes and 2 = No votes, 1 abstention. The motion carried.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Now, wait, hang on.

25· Before we adjourn, I just want to set the record



·1· straight. The Board of Police Commissioners had

·2· previously planned to revisit the administrative leave

·3· request of Officer Samuel J. Martin, prior to any news

·4· story that came out. Today we voted to approve Chief

·5· White's request for Officer Samuel J. Martin on

·6· administrative leave without pay but with medical

·7· benefits. We announced our new committee assignment that

·8· includes our new disciplinary committee, which will be an

·9· ad hoc committee. So commissioners, please reach out to

10· me, help me with this one, given our extensive discussing

11· during last week's meeting about efforts to increase

12· community safety, we're following Chief White and an

13· department to continue their review and evaluation of the

14· back end of the judicial process for providing a future

15· report to the Board and key stakeholders for internal

16· change and keeping our streets and communities safe from

17· violent offenders. Remember the crime free summit is

18· going to be in the spring of 2023.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I have an announcement.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioners, you guys got

21· your package for the CCR cases. Please turn those back in

22· and pick up another one. Okay. Yes. Real quick before we

23· go.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER HOLLEY: I just want to say, I stand to

25· be corrected about the packs that were given out in the



·1· yard. They are full of everything that a child would

·2· need. So I want to apologize for the remarks I made

·3· earlier, and I apologize to the Police Department and all

·4· those involved. So, I want to apologize and let the

·5· record say that please.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. No further

·7· discussions and I don't have anything else to say, this

·8· meeting is now adjourned.

·9

10

11

12
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15

16· · · · · · · ·(Meeting Adjourned at 5:51 pm)
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·2· STATE OF MICHIGAN· ·)

·3· · · · · · · · · · · )
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·7
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·9· · · ·hereby certify that on August 25, 2022, at 3:00
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11· · · ·same being later reduced to typewriting and that the

12· · · ·foregoing is a true and accurate transcription of
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